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The Meatmen - "The Devil's In The Details Vol 1"

(DVD)
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The Meatmen – “The Devil’s In The Details

Volume 1” (DVD) I’ve probably been waiting

for this DVD since 1986, when my friend in

Jr. High, Andy Mulligan (still the punkest

person I have met to this day) wore his

“We’re the Meatmen and you suck” t-shirt to

school in 8th grade. When I saw that shirt

with the cartoon Tesco Vee spitting out

pissed off lyrics and the mob of fans

throwing shit at them, I had to know what

they could spew into my juvenile delinquent,

yet still developing mind. Once I heard the

rebellious punk rock poetry that Tesco Vee

preached in raw and explosive manner I was

hooked and always will be a huge Meatmen

fan. I have so many fond memories that

involve Meatmen songs as a sound track to

those moments; The Gaff, City Gardens,

The Cabin…. wow the human mind is

incredible. Now fast forward 22 years, many

things about me have changes. I’m married,

I have kids, I’m not so angry at the world,

but one thing that hasn’t changed is my love

for

For those unaware, The Meatmen had one of the nastiest, most offensive senses of humor

in all of punk rock — and that's saying something for a genre of music that is known for it’s

wildness. Politically incorrect before the term existed, frontman Tesco Vee — the one

constant in the band's lineup — kept things as cheerfully dim-witted and tasteless as

possible, cracking graphic jokes about various sexual functions while baiting everone and

anyone.regardless of there background or short comings including but not limited to;

handicapped children, The French, Hillbillies, Pervs, etc…. The Meatmen's music was by

and large, standard-issue hardcore punk, with nods to heavy metal in their latter years;

much more important, however, was their utter outrageousness & obnoxiousness, which

was the real foundation for their cult like following.

This DVD is filled with tons of raw footage from shows, behind the scenes interviews,

random Testco Vee nonsense and or course an ass full of great Meatmen songs. Of

course The Meatmen aren’t for everyone, their humor pisses of many, but for those who

don’t care about political correctness, mocking the religious cults of society, and of course

a lot of cock & pussy talk, then you will enjoy this DVD in all of its entirety. The sound track

alone is reason enough to buy this DVD, but the video itself is a 3 hour sexcapade of many

nostalgic & hilarious moments. There are outtakes of video interviews with Satan, live clips

from shows all over the world, unauthorized interview clips with ABBA, and of course many

references to the enormous size of Tesco Vee’s love muscle. Personally, they were many

highlights to me in the video including the Centurions of Rome video, the tour of Tesco’s

studio, and the live clip from a Meatmen show I attended in 1989 at one of the best, but

less talked about punk venues, City Garden, NJ (Which in the video is mistakenly labeled

as City Garden, DC) So Weenbags of anal desire, loosen up your sphincters and get

ready for a 3 hour bucking bronco ride or song, Satan and sodomy. This DVD is going

rock you so hard you will relinquish all of your lovely coconut oil all over your TV screen.

The only DVD officially endorsed by Satan.

Track Listing/Features: Real Men Hang Right Shit Called Love I'm Glad I'm Not A Girl

Alcohol Pillar of Sodom Gods Bullies Meatmen Stomp Big Giant Cock Abba, God and Me

Die Foriegn Scum War of the Super Bikes I've Got A Problem Mr. Tape Worm Tesco's
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1.

The Castro Zombies

& The Mutant

Phlegm

And The Birds Are

Singing In The Sky (live)
56

2.

The Castro Zombies

& The Mutant

Phlegm

Butthead (live) 28

3. HOT ROD GASKET
I Don't Like You (final

mix)
23

4. As We Fuck As We Nik 23

5.

The Castro Zombies

& The Mutant

Phlegm

Bathroom Girl (live) 20

6.

The Castro Zombies

& The Mutant

Phlegm

Streptease In Canillas

(live)
19

7. HOT ROD GASKET South City (final mix) 16

8. Neal's Feces
ICE CREAME TRUCK

PEDOPHILE
14

9. Blunt
FUCK THE

GOVERNMENT
14

10. Abrasive Wheels Banner of Hope 10



Tender Love Ballad The Suck Trilogy Lesbian Death Dirge Bonus Materials: Music Videos

include: Centurions of Rome, Hotrails to Hell, Crippled Children Suck, Men Meat and Fire,

Pope On A Rope, Tooling For Anus, Camel Jockeys Suck, Stella, and I Want Drugs.

This bad boy can be purchased at your favorite sex shop or directly from MVD Visual

www.mvdb2b.com
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